
Government support during the pandemic and extremely strong credit markets saw exceptional fund
raising levels in 2021, in spite of a slower Q4. Borrowers secured increasingly favourable terms
from their lenders, with only a little pushback as the year progressed. Private credit continued to
compete for greater market share and found interesting opportunities in smaller and more complex
names. 2021 has proved to be a record year for financings and the continued availability of cheap
capital, with reasonable stability and outperformance from riskier credits. 2021 has also set a record
low for formal insolvencies and defaults, as many businesses have benefited from pandemic related
funding or other forms of relief.

2021 saw an increase in ESG metrics in bonds (downward ratchet for compliance) and loans (penal
margin increase for non-compliance) and an increase in ESG demands from investors. These trends
look set to continue and may focus on the inclusion of meaningful, rather than superficial, ESG terms.
In the refinancing and restructuring context it may cause capital constraints in the mining, oil & gas,
and other ESG-challenged sectors leading to and/or shaping restructurings in those industries.

In the UK, Covid-driven relaxations of directors' duties expired, rules on pre-pack administrations
increased and the Pensions Schemes Act 2021 imposed new sanctions for steps which are
mechanically detrimental to DB Schemes. Various bills and consultations were published with a focus
on increasing governance obligations and scrutiny of directors post dissolution and strike-off and
providing greater stability to investors and lenders. Legislation around forfeiture and recovery for
rental arrears, including the use of the arbitration regime from March 2022, is likely to influence the
dynamic of real estate dependent restructurings (notably in the retail and leisure sector).

Covenant terms provided greater flexibility for the provision of new money in leveraged finance
structures. Growers, high watermarks, deemed EBITDA, synergy calculations and change of control
relaxations will facilitate future opportunity and flexibility. A number of aggressive interpretations
of historical terms were seen, and in some cases challenged. These dynamics seem likely to
continue into 2022 and beyond.

Legal regimes across the EU have continued to focus on creating processes to foster a rescue
culture with multiple reforms and many newly minted restructuring tools being used. Whilst the UK
scheme of arrangement remained a tool of choice, great precedents were set cementing the new UK
restructuring plan as an equally powerful implementation mechanic. England remained a jurisdiction
of choice for complex restructurings.

As pandemic related relief tapers, businesses will face the prospect of servicing higher debt
burdens against the backdrop of a challenging economic and business environment. Borrowers
may come under pressure from their investors or lenders to demonstrate a credible path forward –
requests for creditor co-operation may come at a greater cost as the pandemic recedes and longer
term business performance becomes an increasing focus. Auditors are also likely to scrutinise the
going concern prognosis for year-end account purposes, meaning that borrowers will need to
consider how they will be able to handle their increased debt burdens sooner rather than later once
maturities are on the horizon.

2022 will likely present challenges to recovering business where EBITDA levels remain depressed
and business plans are not hit against the backdrop of inflation pressures, spiralling energy and
commodity costs, increasing interest rates, supply side disruption and Brexit related issues. Highly
levered structures may see constraints around the provision of further liquidity and demands for right-
sized capital structures should they struggle to hit key metrics or face liquidity issues. However, in
general, issuance levels within the leveraged loan and debt capital markets are expected to stay
strong, but not record breaking, with significant buy-side demand and continued favourable terms for
borrowers.
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If you would like to discuss any of the above with us, please email a member of our senior team via the links below.
Alexander Wood | Helena Potts | Sam Brodie | Kevin Heverin | Tom McKay

You can find more details about the team and our recent insights and articles on the Shearman & Sterling website.
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